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Preview of Spring 2015 Semester
This winter edition of Sigma-Gamma newsletter is a preview of what to expect in
the Spring 2015 Semester from Sigma-Gamma

Calendar of Events
*subject to change*

1/26 Classes begin
1/26-30 Pre Rush
1/30 Mixer
2/2-2/13 Rush
2/7 Mixer
2/14 Crush Party
( possible)
2/21 Mixer
2/27-28 RLC
3/13-23 Spring Break
3/29 Medicine Horse
Workday
4/2 Poker Night
4/3-4/5 Alumni
Weekend
4/11 Initiation
4/25 Medicine Horse
Workday
5/1 BBQ & Mixer
5/2 RCB
5/15 Semester ends

In December 2014 we said goodbye to Penny from Clinton Dinning Hall as she
retires

Alumni Weekend Spring 2015
Alumni Weekend will be April 3-5. Below is a tentative schedule, we got
more details to come as the date gets closer

Friday April 3rd
7pm Pub Crawl
Geoffrey’s
Woodstock
Monopole
10pm Mixer

Sunday April 5th
11am Breakfast at Homestead
6pm Formal
Chapter

Saturday April 4th
2pm Golf
9pm Pong Tournament

Letter from the Prytanis Shaun Reardon
Distinguished Alumni,
We are coming to the beginning of a new semester. So much has changed even in the past few
months that have helped set us up for the next semester. We are near completing our service goal and
will most likely succeed it, we have plans to meet our philanthropy goal and we have numerous social
events planned with other other organizations. Our biggest accomplishment last semester, in my opinion, came with the chapter coming together to talk about the issues and problems facing our fraternity.
We talked about how we needed to get back to understanding our pillars and values and express them
through the work that we do. With a list of possible things to change my winter break was spent largely
working on a five year plan for the future of our chapter. With the help of our Epiprytanis Adam, our
chapter advisor Jim Sherman and the greek life advisor Allison I have complied a comprehensive plan
towards solving the problems that have been plaguing our chapter. Each year has a list of problems to
change with the biggest problems being solved in the earlier years. Some of the issues that the chapter
addressed were recruitment, a change to our standards policy and a look at our issues with committing
to tasks we take on. This plan will be presented at the first formal chapter meeting in February and, if
passed, will begin to be implemented immediately. If you would like more information or a copy of
what this looks like please don't hesitate to reach out.
These changes will hopefully bring about much needed changes that our chapter needs. We
hope for your continued support throughout this semester and beyond in any way possible. Please feel
free to reach out to me with any questions/concerns that you may have. I really hope to see you all at
some point this semester.
Yours in the Bond,
Shaun Reardon, Prytanis

At IFC/ISA Inauguration Ceremony on 12/01/14 where Frater Shaun Reardon won, Eric A. Murdie
President of Excellence

If you have not send your membership file info sheet to Frater Brian Mochrie, please fill it out and send it
back to him. His contact info is below. Thanks Alumni
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